adidas Drops Limited Edition Space Craft Boots in ACE 16+ PURECONTROL and X16+ PURECHAOS

- Limited edition silo receives striking gold and black treatment -
- Latest release from adidas Football inspired by reflective spacecraft material and the darkness of space–

Herzogenaurach, 14th September – adidas Football has today announced the launch of Space Craft, the latest release from its limited edition collection of football boots. Available in the X16+ PURECHAOS and ACE 16+ PURECONTROL, the Space Craft boots’ gold and black treatment is designed to represent reflective spacecraft material juxtaposed against the darkness of space.

The X16+ PURECHAOS features a DYNAMIC TECHFIT COMPRESSION, a NON STOP GRIP (NSG) finish and TECHFIT lacing system to provide a glove-like fit – designed for the player who causes chaos on the pitch. The ACE 16+ PURECONTROL is for the player who takes control of a match, featuring a PURECUT upper to create an uninterrupted striking surface and a lightweight SPRINTFRAME to provide unparalleled levels of stability.
Information

X16+ PURECHAOS and ACE 16+ PURECONTROL Space Craft will be available to purchase from September 15th from selected retailers and adidas.com.

For further information please visit adidas.com/football or go to facebook.com/adidasfootball or follow @adidasfootball on twitter to join the conversation.
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Notes to editors:

About adidas Football

adidas is the global leader in football. It is the official sponsor / official supplier partner of the most important football tournaments in the world, such as the FIFA World Cup™, the FIFA Confederations Cup, the UEFA Champions League, the UEFA Europa League and the UEFA European Championships. adidas also sponsors some of the world’s top clubs including Manchester United, Real Madrid, FC Bayern Munich, Juventus, Chelsea and AC Milan. Some of the world’s best players also on the adidas roster are Leo Messi, Paul Pogba, Gareth Bale, Thomas Müller, Luis Suárez, James Rodríguez, Diego Costa and Mesut Özil.